
Review Probability          Name______________Period______

     

Evaluate and show the set up. 

1. 7P3    2. 7P5   3. 7C2 

4. The company Sea Esta has ten members on its board of directors.  In how 

many different ways can it elect a president, vice president, secretary and 

treasurer? 

5. In the Long Beach Air Race six planes are entered and there are no ties, in 

how many ways can the first three finishers come in? 

6. A four person committee is to be elected from an organization’s membership 

of 11 people.  How many different committees are possible? 

7. There are 12 standbys who hope to get on your flight to Hawaii, but only 6 

seats are available on the plane.  How many different ways can the 6 people be 

selected? 

8. The model car you are thinking of buying is available in nine different colors 

and three different styles.  In how many ways can you order the car? 

9. A book club offers a choice of 8 books from a list of 40.  In how many ways 

can a member make a collection? 

10. Suppose you find seven articles related to the topic of your research paper.  

In how many ways can you choose 5 articles to read? 

11. 

 

 



12.  

 

 

 

16. The most important meal of the day. 

 

 



17. What is the probability of selecting a King from a deck of cards followed by a 

10? 

 

18.  Two cards are selected from a deck of cards. First a red card is chosen and 

without replacement a queen is chosen. What is the probability? 

 

19. Three numbers are chosen from cards numbered 1-10.  First a three is 

chosen and without replacement a two is chosen and not replaced and then a 10 is 

chosen.  What is the probability? 

 

20. What is the probability of flipping a coin and getting heads three times in a 

row? 

 

21.  

 

 

 

 



22. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

23. Calculate:  

  5!    3!    
7!

3!2!
 

 

24.  On a die numbered 1-6, what is the probability of not getting a 3? 

 

 What is the probability of getting a 7? 

 

 

25. The table shows patient data for red-green color 

 blindness in one doctor’s office. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 M M’ Total 

C 42 4 46 

C’ 363 591 954 

Total 405 595 1000 

P(≥2) =    P(≤3) = 

 

P(≤4) =    P(3) = 

 

P(≥6) =     P(≥7) =  

 

M: means male  M’: means not male 

C: means color blind C’: means not color blind 

Find the following probabilities: 

a) P(C) = 

b) P(M’∩C’) = 

c) P(M∣C’) = 

Draw a Venn diagram to represent the given data. 


